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Abstract—In Affective Computing, different modalities, such
as speech, facial expressions, physiological properties, smartphone usage patterns, and their combinations, are applied to
detect the affective states of a user. Keystroke analysis i.e.
study of the typing behavior in desktop computer is found
to be an effective modality for emotion detection because of
its reliability, non-intrusiveness and low resource overhead.
As smartphones proliferate, typing behavior on smartphone
presents an equally powerful modality for emotion detection.
It has the added advantage to run in-situ experiments with
better coverage than the experiments using desktop computer
keyboards. This work explores the efficacy of smartphone
typing to detect multiple affective states. We use a qualitative
and experimental approach to answer the question. We conduct
an online survey among 120 participants to understand the
typing habits in smartphones and collect feedback on multiple
measurable parameters that affect their emotion while typing.
The findings lead us to design and implement an Android based
emotion detection system, TapSense, which can identify four
different emotion states (happy, sad, stressed, relaxed) with an
average accuracy (AUCROC) of 73% (maximum of 94%) based
on typing features only. The analysis also reveals that among
different features, typing speed is the most discriminative one.

1. Introduction
Automatic detection of users’ affective states uses clues
from different modalities, like facial expression, voice, physiological signals etc. Keystroke dynamics, that records users’
typing pattern on a desktop keyboard, has been shown to
be effective in emotion detection [1], [2], [3]. Emotion
detection from keystroke dynamics requires no additional
hardware, is less intrusive compared to physiological sensors, and raw data can be reliably collected with low overhead. The benefits of keystroke dynamics can be extended
to typing on smartphones. With growing penetration of
smartphones in our daily life, it becomes a suitable platform for long running in-situ experiments for self-report
collection. In addition, growing number of typing based
applications presents an opportunity to explore the potential
of smartphone tap pattern to predict user emotion [4].
Existing touch-based emotion detection approaches using smartphones can be broadly divided into two categories.
One set of work focuses on emotion detection from specific
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application usage. For example, Gao et al. analyzed fingerstroke features during gameplay on an iPhone to infer users’
affect [5]. Lee et al. designed a Twitter client app and
collected data from typing activity to predict emotion [6].
Ciman et al. detected stress conditions by analyzing multiple
features from swipe, scroll and text input interactions in
a smartphone [7]. On the other hand, several other works
focused on collecting contextual information and different
sensor details to detect emotion. Kim et al. proposed an emotion recognition framework analyzing touch engagements
using 12 attributes from 3 on-board sensors [8]. Trojahn
et al. verified different hypotheses of positive and negative
emotion using typing speed, error rate, pressure, and context
variables like gender, age, education level and time limit [9].
Despite several attempts, the state of the art literature mostly
overlooked the potential of non-intrusive, low-overhead typing activities in determining multiple emotion states in a
generic context (irrespective of specific application or contextual scenarios). Our investigation is motivated by Epp et
al.’s study on predicting emotion using typing patterns from
a computer connected keyboard [2], and focuses only on
smartphone typing behavior.
We follow a qualitative, as well as, an empirical approach for this study. We launched an online survey (section 2) with 120 participants to study the diverse facets
of typing based smartphone applications. Outcome of the
survey points to the different typing features carrying unique
signature of emotion states. We develop (section 3) an
instrumented keyboard capable of recording typing speed,
backspaces, deletion, special character usage, without storing any textual information to avoid privacy breach. Side
by side, we opportunistically collect the emotion ground
truth via self-reports by designing an Experience Sampling
Method (ESM) [10]. Finally, we combine the typing features
and the emotion self-reports to train a personalized machine
learning model for multi-state emotion prediction.
We perform a 3-week in-the-wild study, involving 22
participants to collect the dataset (section 4) for experimental evaluation. Our results (section 5) indicate that it
is possible to detect multiple emotion states (happy, sad,
stressed, relaxed) with an average accuracy (AUCROC) of
73% (maximum of 94%) using typing features only. Our
analysis also reveals that typing speed is the most discriminating feature followed by other features such as number of
special characters, number of backspaces, typing duration.

2. Motivational Survey
We performed an online survey using Facebook among
120 participants of different age group (18 to 50 years).
Main objectives of this survey were to study the (a) user
involvement in typing and (b) different possible typing cues
that vary with changes in emotion states.

Figure 1: Online survey result to find (a) Daily average time spent (in minutes)
in typing by the participants (b) Frequency of different typing applications used (1
indicates most frequently used, 5 indicates rarely used)

Our study reveals that 56% of the participants spent
more than half an hour daily in typing and 27% of the
participants spent at least an hour daily in typing using
smartphone (Figure 1(a)). This observation reinforces our
claim to leverage on typing activities to detect emotion.
We asked the participants to rank different typing related
applications based on their usage frequency on a scale of 1
- 5, where 1 indicates most frequently used and 5 indicates
rarely used application and record the highest percentage for
a specific typing application. This reveals that among several
typing intensive applications, WhatsApp is the one mostly
used. Different Instant Messaging tools like Facebook messenger, Google Talk and Emailing are also considered to be
fairly used. Amount of typing involved in texting (typing
SMS) and browsing is found to be least as per this study
(Figure 1(b)).

typing speed, typing mistakes, usage of special characters,
typing duration and pose questions to identify if different
emotions can be detected by observing the variations in
these parameters. We observe from the study that application usage is strongly correlated with emotion variations and
55% of the participants indicated that their application usage
vary with current emotion state (Figure 2(a)). Interestingly,
it is also revealed that when participants use different typing
intensive applications like WhatsApp or Instant Messaging
tools, 47% of the participants feel that their emotion states
vary (Figure 2(b)). We queried further the participants to
understand which aspects of typing are found to produce an
observable effect against emotion variation. In this study,
60% of the participants indicated that typing speed vary
with emotion (Figure 2(c)), while 47% of the participants
expressed that rate of typing mistake also vary as their
emotion state switches (Figure 2(d)). Almost 83% of the
participants indicated that they use special characters or
emojis more in specific emotion states (Figure 2(e)). It was
also revealed by 70% of the participants that the duration of
the conversation in different typing application is influenced
by specific emotion states (Figure 2(f)).
In summary, results of this study indicate that (a) significant portion of people spent at least half an hour daily in typing and (b) there are several typing cues (like typing speed,
typing duration, typing mistakes), which are considered to
have a direct correspondence with emotion. Based on these
findings, in the following, we investigate the effectiveness
of various typing features for emotion detection.

3. Methodology
In this section, we first introduce the experiment apparatus and then illustrate details of the conducted field study.

Figure 3: TapSense architecture

3.1. Experiment Apparatus

Figure 2: Online survey result to find different typing cues for emotion detection.
(a) Application usage variation with emotion (b) Typing intensive application usage
variation with emotion (c) Variation in typing speed with emotion (d) Variation in
typing mistakes with emotion (e) Variation in special character / emoticons in specific
emotion states (f) Variation of typing duration with emotion

In order to reinforce our belief on different cues that can
reveal human emotion while typing, we ask the participants
several survey questions. We identify the following source
of information - application usage, typing application usage,

We design and implement a typing based emotion detection system TapSense (Figure 3) and use it as experiment
apparatus. It consists of the following key components.
TapLogger module tracks user’s typing activity. It is
implemented by installing an instrumented QWERTY keyboard using Android Input Method Editor (IME) facility. We
collect the timestamp of each tap event, as well as, record the
associated application name and any non alphanumeric character typed. ESMLogger issues ESM probes for collection
of self-reports. Once user performs typing in an application,
we extract her typing session, which we define as the period

of time user stays in the single application. Ideally, when the
user comes out of the application after completion of typing,
he should be probed for self-report; however this would lead
to too many probes and may cause survey fatigue. Hence we
design an ESM policy motivated from [11]. The proposed
ESM outlined in Figure 4 triggers self-report UI only (a) if
the user has performed sufficient amount of typing before
changing the current application and (b) a minimum time
interval has elapsed since the last ESM probe. We obtain
these values based on initial field trials and note these in
Figure 4. Both TapLogger and ESMLogger modules run
on the smartphone and the Uploader module sends the
collected data to the backend server.

Figure 4: ESMLogger implements hybrid ESM for collecting emotion labels. Based
on initial field trials, we set the values of the config parameters T, L, W as 15
seconds, 80 characters and 30 minutes respectively.

TABLE 1: Features used for emotion classification
Category

Keystroke Features

Feature Name
Mean Session ITD (MSI)
Refined Mean Session ITD (RMSI)
Number of special characters
Number of backspaces (or delete)
Session duration
Session text length

We extract following keystroke features as noted in Table
1. We use typing speed as a feature. For every session, we
compute the time interval between consecutive tap events,
defined as Inter-Tap Distance (ITD). We compute Mean Session ITD (MSI), by taking average of all Inter-Tap Distance
(ITDs) present in a session. However, we find that it is
possible to have overlapping ITD values in two different
typing sessions tagged with different emotion states, if the
emotion labels are captured within short time span. This
may be due to the effect of last emotion on the current
one. Therefore mean session ITD (MSI) computed using
all ITD values for an emotion label may not provide clear
demarcation between the two emotion states and there is a
need for additional sophisticated mechanism to trace typing
speed. So, we introduce the feature RMSI. We identify the
set of ITDs present in a session, which actually reflects
the emotion state of the current session. For this purpose,
we identify the cluster of ITDs (major cluster), which is
representative of current session’s emotion and use only
those to compute RMSI. We outline the following clustering
based approach to compute RMSI as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: RMSI Calculation Method

Figure 5: Circumplex emotion
model [12]

Figure 6: Emotion collection
UI

We design the self-report user interface as shown in Figure 6. The UI design is based on the following arguments.
• We select one dominant emotion state from each of the
four different quadrants of the circumplex model (Figure
5). We select emotion states from different quadrants
so that the user can distinguish them well during selfreporting.
• If the user is busy, and wants to skip a survey, there is
a No Response option. This choice prevents a user from
randomly picking a label.
• By default, whenever the UI is shown, No Response option
is selected. In order to provide emotion label, user needs
to select the appropriate emotion label and record.
When a user provides self-report using this UI, we label the
previous typing sessions with the emotion state recorded by
the user.
On the server side, we take the raw inputs collected from
self-reports and typing data, and process them for training
a machine learning model for emotion prediction. As part
of Data Cleansing, we remove sessions tagged with No
Response and outlier sessions for which the elapsed time
between typing completion and label collection is high (> 3
hours). We also eliminate short sessions (length < 50 key
pressing events) as insufficient typing may not reveal the
relationship between typing cues and perceived emotion. We
set the values based on initial field trials.

Input: Session ITDs(S )
Output: RMSI
[Cmajor , Cminor ] ← kmeans((S ),2)
itdmajor ← mean(Cmajor )
itdminor ← mean(Cminor )
Ssorted ← sort(S ) in ascending order
if itdmajor < itdminor then
RMSI ← Compute mean using top 80% samples of Ssorted
else
RMSI ← Compute mean using bottom 80% samples of Ssorted

We compute the fraction of backspace and delete keys
present in a session and use it as a feature. We use this
feature to get a general idea about the number of mistakes
being made. Similarly, we use the fraction of special characters in a session, session duration and length of typed
text in a session as features. Model Construction is done at
the server end. We build personalized models using these
features for emotion classification of each user. We create
the models using the Random Forest supervised machine
learning algorithm as implemented in Weka [13].

3.2. Field Study
Survey Focus Group: We recruited 30 graduate students
(25 male, 5 female, aged 24−33 years) to use TapSense. We
installed the application on their smartphones and instructed
them to use it for 3 weeks to record their emotion. 3
participants left the study in between and 5 participants
recorded less than 40 labels in total. Finally, we collected
data from the remaining 22 users (20 male, 2 female).

Instructions to the Focus Group: We instructed participants
to select the TapSense Keyboard as the default keyboard.
We informed the participants that when they switch from
an application, which involved typing, they may receive a
survey questionnaire as a pop-up, where they can record
their emotion state. We also advised participants to record
No Response label if they are busy and do not want to record
emotion state.

4. Dataset
We collected a total of 605362 typing events spanning
across 3976 typing sessions. This adds up to 154 hours of
typing. However, after the data cleansing operation, number
of typing sessions reduced to 2705. In Table 2, we record
the sessions removed at each of the data cleansing steps and
in Table 3, we summarize the final dataset.
TABLE 3: Final dataset details
TABLE 2: Eliminated sessions
Data Cleansing
No Response
Outlier Session
Small Session

Eliminated
Session (%)
2.5
7.4
22

Total typing events
Total typing sessions
Total typing duration
Per user typing sessions
(mean, SD, minimum)
Median session duration
Median session length

529698
2705
135 Hr.
123, 105, 40
98 sec.
114

Figure 7: Emotion distribution of each user. All but 6 users have recorded all 4
emotion states. For every user, there are two bars, where the first bar indicates the
distribution of emotion samples in original data as recorded by the participants. The
corresponding second bar indicates the distribution of emotion samples after oversampling using SMOTE.

4.1. Emotion Distribution
In Figure 7 we note the emotion distribution
for each participant in the study. Except 6 users
(U 11, U 12, U 15, U 17, U 18, U 22), all the users recorded
four emotion states. We observe for most of the users
relaxed is the dominant emotion state and all the emotion
states are not uniformly distributed; thus creating data imbalance among the four emotion categories as observed in
other studies conducted in-the-wild [14]. Overall we have
recorded 18%, 9%, 21%, 52% sessions tagged with happy,
sad, stressed and relaxed emotion respectively from the
participant provided self-reports.

4.2. Countering Data Imbalance using SMOTE
We use Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique
(SMOTE) [15] to counter the imbalance of emotion samples. It re-samples the class with the minimum number of
instances so that there are almost equal number of samples

TABLE 4: User-wise percentage of newly added samples using SMOTE
User
U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7
U8

Added
Sample (%)
19.71
7.55
4.17
4.27
15.19
4.08
7.38
0.00

User
U9
U10
U11
U12
U13
U14
U15
U16

Added
Sample (%)
19.61
12.73
22.41
8.04
13.23
11.54
8.02
0.00

User
U17
U18
U19
U20
U21
U22
-

Added
Sample (%)
5.56
10.71
14.06
10.44
20.87
12.35
-

in each class. While using SMOTE we ensured that - (a) we
do not include any new state i.e. if the user has not originally
recorded any emotion, the same is not added after sampling
and (b) we try to add as few records as possible, so that the
emotion state with least number of samples is boosted to
have approximately as many samples as the category with
the next higher count. By applying SMOTE we add 9% new
records. Amount of over-sample data per user is shown in
Table 4. We also show the user-wise comparison of emotion
sample distribution before and after applying SMOTE in
Figure 7. All results reported in the following are based on
this over-sampled data unless otherwise stated.

5. Evaluation
We tested three different models - L2-regularized Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machines with Radial
Basis Functions kernel (SVM), and Random Forests (RF)
using 10-fold cross validation. We report the results of
Random Forests (RF) since it generates the best classification performance. We use AUCROC (Area under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic curve) and F-score as
the performance metric. We use the weighted average of
AUCROC (aucwt ) from four different emotion states as per
equation 1, where fi , auci indicate the fraction of samples
and AUCROC for emotion state i respectively.
X
aucwt =
fi ∗ auci (1)
∀i∈{happy,sad,stressed,relaxed}

We compare the performance of the proposed model
with two baseline emotion models as outlined below.
• Model MRE - Most Represented Emotion Model: We
construct a personalized model, which always produces
the most represented emotion as the output. Given that
for most of the users, there is one dominant emotion,
comparing the proposed model with this model identifies
its efficiency. It brings out the fact whether it is good to
always predict the most represented emotion or predict
emotion as per the proposed model.
• Model AGG - Aggregate Model: Assuming there is similarity in individual typing pattern, we construct an aggregate model by combining all users typing data and
compare it with the proposed model. If it is found to be
working, it can be used as an initial model for a new user,
reducing the overhead of personalized training. We adopt
leave-one-participant-out cross validation for validating
the aggregate model i.e. for every user, we build the model
using remaining users’ data and test the model using this
user’s data and compute emotion classification metrics.

We evaluate the performance of the proposed personalized classification model trained using the features mentioned previously in Table 1. We obtain an average accuracy
(AUCROC) of 73% (std. dev 9%) and a maximum of 94%
as shown in Figure 8a. In Figure 8b, we observe that all
states except relaxed state has the AUCROC close to 78%,
whereas relaxed state has the highest F-score (close to 61%).
In summary, we obtain high AUCROC (> 80%) for 32% of
the participants, while attain decent performance for most
of the users.
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5.1. Classification Performance
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Figure 9: Mean AUCROC across different models. Error bar indicates std dev.

the proposed personalized model is a better choice, which
captures individual typing patterns and performs better than
most frequent emotion prediction model.

100

5.3. Effect of SMOTE on Emotion Classification
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(b) State-wise AUCROC, F-score

Figure 8: Emotion classification performance of the proposed model. Error bar
indicates standard deviation.

We obtain poor performance (AUCROC ≤ 60%) for 3
users. For users U 11, U 17 the classification performance
drops as none of the explored typing features produce
significant variations across emotion states. We validate the
same with statistical tests1 . For user U 16, the performance
degrades due to high imbalance in emotion distribution. The
over-sampling technique also does not work as the sad state
has only one record. As a result, the overall AUCROC and
state-wise performance deteriorate.

5.2. Comparison with Baseline Models
In Figure 9, we compare the performance of the proposed personalized model with other two models. We observe that it outperforms baseline models with an average
AUCROC of close to 73% (standard deviation 9%). The
personalized model based on most represented emotion only
(MRE model) attains significantly poor average AUCROC
value of 48% (standard deviation 5%). However, the aggregate model (AGG model) attains comparable performance
(average AUCROC of 71%) with high standard deviation of
20%.
These observations indicate that always predicting the
dominant emotion is not a good choice. Similarly, although
aggregate model attains comparable AUCROC, it is due to
the high AUCROC value for few participants. For most of
the participants (42% of the participants have AUCROC less
than 60%) it performs poorly, resulting in such high standard
deviation. This indicates the variability in individual typing
pattern and the aggregate model does not capture this. So,
1. For every user, we select each feature separately and perform one-way
ANOVA. We form separate group for every emotion. We group together
the feature values having similar emotion state and observe significant
(p < 0.05) difference across emotion states. Users having at least one
significantly different emotion state are analyzed further by Tukey HSD
test for pair-wise significance.

We compare the difference in classification performance
for the two cases - data with imbalance, and data processed
using SMOTE. The average accuracy (AUCROC) is 65% for
the original dataset, while it is 73% after applying SMOTE.
We also report the F-score for each emotion category of both
datasets in Table 5. We find that state-wise performance is
poor in case of original data, however it improves fairly
when we perform over-sampling using only 9% data. This
shows that the proposed model can attain high classification
performance with adequate data.
TABLE 5: Comparing average F-score for different emotion states on original data
and over-sampled data
Dataset
Original Data
Over-sampled Data

Happy
0.399
0.537

Sad
0.299
0.422

Stressed
0.153
0.499

Relaxed
0.606
0.606

5.4. Feature Analysis
We measure the effectiveness of different features using
information gain (IG). We use the InfoGainAttributeEval
method from WEKA [13] to derive the information gain
(IG) each of the attributes brings to the overall classification.
Table 6 shows the average ranking of the features. The
feature evaluation used 10-fold cross validation.
TABLE 6: Discriminating features based on Information Gain
Feature
RMSI
MSI
Number of backspace
Number of special character
Session text length
Session duration

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

Avg. IG
0.461
0.422
0.368
0.202
0.199
0.197

These findings reveal that typing speed i.e. RMSI is the
most discriminating feature followed by MSI and number
of backspaces used in a session. This indicates that in our
dataset both typing speed and typing mistakes are having
strong effect on emotion classification, whereas other 3
features i.e. amount of special characters typed in a session,
session text length and session duration are found to have
a moderate effect. In summary, we find that the typing
cues obtained during motivational survey (section 2) can be
used for emotion detection. Our result also concurs with the
survey since it finds that typing speed (RMSI, MSI) is the

TABLE 7: User coverage using one-way ANOVA. Each row indicates percentage of
user having significantly (p < 0.05) different feature value for at least one emotion.
Feature
RMSI
MSI
Session length
Number of special character
Session duration
Number of backspace

Users (%)
54.5
31.8
31.8
18.2
18.2
13.6

most discriminative feature, as indicated by 60% participants
in the survey.
We delve deep to understand the influence of each
feature independently on emotion classification. For this
purpose, we note the percentage of users, for whom every
individual feature plays significant (p < 0.05) role in emotion classification using one-way ANOVA test. We record
the summary result of these tests in Table 7. We observe
that for most of the users RMSI, MSI play a crucial role,
followed by other features like session length, number of
special characters.

6. Discussion
Our results demonstrate the possibility of detecting multiple emotion states only from smartphone typing. However,
the experiments need to be carefully designed to attain the
desired performance level. For instance, we assume that
during the entire typing session the emotion state of a
user does not change. While 90% of the typing session
have a session duration less than 8 minutes, indicating this
assumption unlikely to be false, this may not be always
true. If emotion state of one user varies during a single
(typing) conversation, TapSense becomes unable to capture
that. Moreover, in TapSense we do not include swype and
auto-completion facilities since we mostly concentrated on
exploring the typing characteristics. We also observe gender
imbalance in our dataset. So, the evaluation using a large
and balanced dataset may provide better insights.
There exists several challenges and extension possibilities in the development of TapSense. During in-situ studies,
we may not be able to collect sufficient data from the participants, which can hinder the prediction accuracy. While
we adopt SMOTE to overcome the data imbalance, in case
of deployable system, specialized machine learning models
[16] for unbalanced dataset can be applied. Alternatively,
intelligent ESM can be designed, so that once sufficient
labels for each emotion state is collected, it collects the
frequently occurring labels opportunistically, thus limiting
the data imbalance. In this paper, we explored the efficacy
of only typing. But it can be easily extended incorporating
additional sensors and contextual data, along with typing,
as shown in other studies [8] by weighing the additional
resource cost and improvement in prediction accuracy.

typing and records self-reported emotion state using an
Experience Sampling Method (ESM). It extracts different
typing features and builds a personalized multi-state emotion detection model combining typing features and user
provided emotion labels. We observe that using only typing features, it is possible to identify four emotion states
(happy, sad, stressed and relaxed) with an average accuracy
(AUCROC) of 73% (std dev. 9%) and a maximum of
94%. Analyzing the role of individual features, we find that
proposed representation of typing speed plays a major role in
distinguishing multiple emotion states. This analysis reveals
that other typing features like number of backspaces, typing
duration, text length, are also important in distinguishing
different emotion states.
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